On some Ovaghoun worlds, the fact that she’s of mixed descent would have lead to her death, pre or post-birth.
But the Ovaghoun of Bashkari lack the racial hostility of their kin in the Rukadukaz Republic, so her life continued
fairly smoothly. She got on well with the large human population, and her curiosity about life – while not
encouraged by her Vilani-style culture – was not quenched either, as it would be with a strict Vilani upbringing.
While a bone fide scientist, Mgutho is less educated than the reader would have guessed: effectively raised only to
master statistics, without much of an education in literature, history, or other ‘unnecessary frills’. Not even the
other sciences were more than superficially touched. Still, what Mgutho does know, she knows like the back of her
hand: she even has the ability to do some serious computing just with her unaided – but highly disciplined – mind.
Mgutho places a high value on accuracy and obeying the rules and procedures (as the Vilani-influenced Ovaghoun
do), and is somewhat more conciliatory and willing to compromise than most Vargr (as her Irilitok forbearers
would approve of).

Certain cultures simply love their headgear! The stories a starport worker could tell…
This graphic is titled “Disembark” © Adriano Portugal.
See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Disembark-727713164
…and Away
In the normal course of events, Mgutho would have lived out a mildly cloistered but rather happy and satisfying
life on her homeworld. But it was not to be: a gas explosion on her street wiped out her neighbourhood during her
apprenticeship. But by an incredibly unlikely series of fluke coincidences, the lives of her entire family was spared!
Mgutho was intensely thankful to the Ancestors and the Spirit of the Traditions: but strangely, even after
conducting the proper ceremonies and rituals of thanksgiving, she felt… restless, ill at ease. As if more was
somehow demanded for such a boon, for the salvation of her family.
Now restless and searching for… something… Mgutho transferred to an interstellar talent agency, and soon started
crossing the stars, putting her training to work in odd, difficult, and isolated situations. She earned a reputation as
a rock-solid, reliable worker, which led to many offers for well-paying permanent positions: but the hole in her
heart remained, and Mgutho was on the move once again.
Now a senior contractor for her Vargr caste-corporation, K. T. Khothuk, she is working on-board the Plata o Plomo
as very expensive talent, gathering and processing demographic data (and also working with Imperial data sets) to
better measure, quantify, and graph/chart out the position of the weaker Vargr packs and populations within the
Imperial Empty Quarter. A few local research institutes are trying to forge ties with her: in some ways, she has
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already gathered more high quality data on local Vargr populations than even the Imperial government. If her
employers approve, she may even agree to share her research…
Mgutho is in the most intensely anti-Vargr region of the Imperium… but that means little to her. Even if the locals
slaughter her in the streets – always a possibility on the Solomani worlds, especially when news of an ugly Vargr
atrocity becomes public – well, she has already gotten far more out of life than she deserves. She knows the risks,
and is willing to pay the price to get her answers.
“The answers to what questions?”
“After I see the answers, I will know the questions.”
Will she get the answers she wants?
Only the future will tell.
Closing theme: “Waiting Between Worlds”, Zack Hemsey, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H529fng2Sfw
Rukonrifguag: Crunch Overview
“Tag”
UPP
Age Sex
Race
Languages
Human
10 2 10 10 11 10; 35 male
M.Vilani, Rrakfugk J.Anglic I.Hindi
Explorer 8 14 8 12 11 12; 38 male
Irilitok, Rrakfugk J.Anglic
Ship Hand 3 14 5 10 9 1; 29 female Irilitok, Ukazuk
Navy Capt 7 12 4 9 14 8; 42 male
Ovaghoun, I.Vilani J.Anglic
Scientist 8 10 4 7 5 7; 30 female Ovag/Iri, M.Vilani J.Anglic
Crew Skills: Human-Explorer-Ship Hand-Navy Captain-Scientist
Basic concepts = 0; Null = .
Side notes: Experienced (2) = ~ Expert+ (3+) = *
Notes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Navy Captain has no zero-G skill, and no leadership skills.
Only the Navy Captain has scrounge, medical, and bribery skills.
The only crewman with engineering, communication, and piloting skills is the Ship hand.
Only the Explorer has the navigation skill.
Only the Human has the leadership skill… and the best combat rifleman skills.
Everyone can handle either a handgun or a rifle.
Everyone except the Scientist can handle a vac suit.
Three of the five crewmen have stealth skills, and are streetwise.
Everyone can get by with a grav vehicle.
Four of the five can speak Julian Anglic, the language of the Julian Protectorate.
Nobody can speak Imperial Anglic (Transform dialect) yet: overall grammar and basic vocabulary is
compatible with Julian Anglic, but expect difficulties when going in-depth. Julian Anglic has more
loanwords from Gashikan (Yilean), Irilitok, and Ovaghoun (Vargr) languages than Imperial Anglic.

28

“It isn’t about throwing more money at the problem. It’s about knowing the right questions, asking the right
Vargr with the right charismatic interplay, and earning the trust to get a statistically useful number of highquality responses.”
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Grav Vehicle: 0-2-0-1-0
Grav Belt:
1-1-.-.-.
Pilot:
.-.-1-.-.
Ships Boat:
.-.-1-.-.
Equestrian:
1-.-.-.-.
Wheeled Veh: 0-.-.-.-.
ATV:
.-.-.-1-.
Infighting:
.-.-.-2-.
Brawling:
1-.-.-.-.
Rifleman:
3-.-1—1-.
C. Rifleman: 3-.-.-1-.
Handgun:
1-0-.-.-0
Laser Weapon: .-.-.-2-.
Heavy Weapon: 2-.-.-.-.
Turret:
.-.-1-1-.
G. Tactics:
.-2-.-.-.
Ships Tactics:.-.-1-.-.
Stealth:
1-2-1-.-.
Recon:
1-2-.-.-.
Intrusion:
.-1-.-.-.
Vac Suit:
1-1-0-0-.
High-G:
1-.-.-.-.

~

Zero-G:
Survival:
Mechanical:
Computer:
Electronics:
Commo:
Sensor Ops:
Engineering:
Navigation:
Liaison:
Leadership:
Streetwise:
Admin:
Persuasion:
Medical:
Scrounge:
Bribery:
Instruction:
Math(Stats):
Biology:
Linguistics:
J-o-Trades:

~
*
*
~
~
~
~
~

.-0-.-.-.
.-3-.-1-0
.-4-.-.-0
0-0-0-0-1
.-1—1-.-1
.-.-1-.-.
.-.-2-.-1
.-.-1-.-.
.-1-.-.-.
.-1-.-.-1
1-.-.-.-.
1-.-1-1-.
1-.—1–.-1
1-.-1-.-.
.-.-.-1-.
.-.-.-1-.
.-.-.-1-.
.-.-.—.-1
.-.-.-.-3
.-0-.-.-.
3-1-.-.-1
.-1-.-.-2

*
*

~

*
*
~

As the highest goal of Stellar Divinity doctrine is to become a Star God, many wish to create a genuine star. The
Imperium lacks the resources to do it, not at an average TL of 12 and an economic base of 10 trillion Imperial
citizens, but with fusion technology it is certainly possible to create ‘fake stars’, in orbit over cold worlds far from
the warmth of the primary star. But, it’s far cheaper to build mirror instillations than pseudostars generating
their own light, as depicted above. This graphic is titled “Icarus Gate” © Adriano Portugal. See his work at
https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Icarus-Gate-674338035
Uchūnoko Kinoshita
For the Stars
UPP 4D87AB, Age 40, Pure Solomani (Japanese)
Skills: Research - 3, Theology (Shinto) - 2, Robotics - 2, Theology (Stellar Divinity) - 1, Computer - 1, Robot Ops - 1,
Electronics - 1, Instruction - 1, Prop Aircraft - 1, Artisan (Immersion VR) - 1, Mechanical - 1, Linguistics - 1,
Liaison - 1, Astronomy (Stellar Evolution) - 1, Demolitions - 0, Wheeled Vehicle - 0, Sub-Machinegun - 0,
Handgun - 0, Vacc Suit - 0
Languages: Anglic (Core), Japanese (Ancient)
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Tools: Two sets of tools, for his two jobs.
• A set of tools to diagnose and repair robots, geared to TL 14 (some of his tools are TL 15 prototypes,
issued to him for field testing.)
• A set of missionary materials, ranging from TL 7 glossy color magazines to TL 15 data storage crystals,
explaining the greatness of the Stellar Divinities… especially Amaterasu Ōmikami, the Japanese sungoddess.
o A decent percentage of these materials are a range of Virtual Reality environments and
scenarios: Kinoshita has nurtured his talent here rather well, and can (when inspired) make
attractive, inspiritng, and beautiful VR environments at a range of tech levels, from barely there
TL 9 to (at 993 Imperial) TL 15 experimental tools and techniques.
Visual: A short man, a bit on the stocky side… but far more agile than he looks. He typically dresses in the
orange/yellow robes of a Stellar Divinity adept: in his case, the Sacred Order of Sol. One day, he expects to set up a
Shinto shrine for the purpose of worshipping both the star god (“Hoshi no kami”) of a given system, and the star
29
god of Sol System, Amaterasu. and always keeps in his cabin an unused set of robes for that occasion.
Opening theme: “Because”, Yoko Kanno & Aoi Teshima, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bV0D38nFUhU

A manifestation of the shared immersive VR universe, “Blazing Glory”, that Kinoshita shared with c. eight million
Star Diviner sophonts on Theron. This virtual environment is used primarily for religious contemplation among
the star worshippers on and near the high-tech world. Kinoshita was a low-level Architect for the TL 15
simulated universe while on Theron: but now, in the Empty Quarter, he is too far away to do more than keep up
with months-old chatter, news, and updates. However, he still keeps a slice of the religious art on his own TL 15
personal computer, for personal meditation and worship. This graphic is titled “Moirai Gates” © Adriano
Portugal. See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Moirai-Gates-562963502

29

Kinoshita still regrets that he will never live to step foot on the Grand Shrine of Ise: dedicated to the worship
of Amaterasu, it is the most highly respected Stellar Divinity shrine in the Solomani Sphere…
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Origins
Named “Child of Space” by his mother, Uchūnoko was groomed from before birth to join the religious orders of
the Church of the Stellar Divinity. Mixing the concepts of State Shinto and Stellar Divinity (and sprinkling in a few
30
beliefs and rituals from the Imperial Cults ), the Emperor of the Third Imperium is publicly worshiped as a god on
his homeworld, Khurda (Gaakish/Antares 1036; in 993, D9D469B-6), and the Imperial Sunburst treated as the
31
sacred symbol of His power. It was broadly a TL 5 upbringing (a.k.a. AD 1930s / -2600 Imperial), in a fair imitation
of Imperial Japan before the Great Pacific War… with certain TL 14/15 extras, sprinkled here and there.
After passing his Rites of Manhood in his hometown of Ashiodigi, Kinoshita was inducted into the School of
Robotics, where he learned his trade. All students were expected to master an ancient Japanese weapon: Kinoshita
requested the Mitsubishi A6M "Zero", but was turned down until he had earned the right to do so. This took three
years of study (gaining serious research skills), winning one of the subsector-wide Ducal Awards for Original
Scholarship for his monographs on robotics. This sufficiently impressed the schoolmaster to request – and get – a
detailed replica of the Zero from the Duke, which (along with a free ten-year service agreement for fuel and
32
repairs) was awarded to the young man.
As Khurda bears a “Dense, High atmosphere” rating, the sophont population – various ancient and lost human
33
34
cultures , all sun-worshipping , all genetically and culturally recreated by Stellar Divinity-worshipping Nobles,
corporate executives, and other powerful figures – reside on various mountain ranges and plateaus of the world.
Many of these mountain ranges have been heavily reshaped to shelter pleasant micro-climates: in other instances,
the mountains have been partially hollowed-out, with water and ventilation piped in mechanically or by the
cunning use of gravity and heat.
Kinoshita’s hometown of 20,000 is actually set deeper in the atmosphere than most, with a series of massive
TL 10-12 domes protecting the TL 5 inhabitants from the crushing atmosphere. In case the domes fail, each
home, business, and community centre in Ashiodigi has pressure spheres for emergency shelter, and the town
itself has tunnels reaching to abandoned (but still viable) habitats at safe elevations.
One benefit of the lower elevation is more level land, allowing easier, more efficient, and more varied orchard
farming rather than the usual terrace-based mountain agriculture of the world.

30

The Imperial Cult has no official support: if anything, Nobility and senior Imperial officers are quietly but
forcefully discouraged from joining such religions. “Let’s avoid a civil war with both the Abrahamic
monotheists and the Vilani Ritualists, shall we?” That doesn’t stop billions and billions of sophonts (mainly, but
not exclusively, from low-tech cultures: see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSXNv1ksmQQ for details)
from exalting the most powerful single man in Charted Space.
31
The heir of the Chrysanthemum Throne is also worshiped as the direct descendant of Amaterasu Ōmikami…
but discreetly. After all, he and his family has sided with (and reside in) the Solomani Confederation… and the
Imperium is, as of 993, hip-deep in a massive war against the Confederation. “If you want to find those
shrines, look for the other kind of Imperial Sunburst: red on white instead of yellow on black, and no rays.”
32
The contract’s long expired, but the (disassembled) plane remains in Kinoshita’s possession. He’s always
keeping an eye out for a suitable landing field and hanger, so he can haul out the plane from storage, put her
back together (complete with ammo), and soar again in the air…
33
The Church of Stellar Divinity welcomes all sophonts… but, despite its origins in the First Imperium (See
Stellar Reaches #11, page 16 and Issue #17, page 64), the majority of worshippers in 993 are Solomani
humans, rather than the Vilani or minor race(s).
34
All adults who permanently reside on Khurda must be either members of Stellar Divinity (“Star Diviners”), or
members of another sun-worshipping/solar deity religion. Residents who abandon these beliefs are usually
exiled to nearby Theron: but those who refuse to go quietly, or who teach others to disbelieve in the Star
Gods, are executed. “There’s a reason for the Amber Zone, you know…”
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With his own propeller plane (tuned to work in the unique atmosphere), Kinoshita was able to visit more of the
settlement than most natives ever do, becoming a minor celebrity. Every Holiday, Kinoshita would repaint the
Japanese Sun on the wings with the Imperial Sunburst, visiting every settlement on the planet with a landing strip
before landing at the starport, giving each settlement’s gift to the senior Stellar Divinity prelate, and standing
proudly as himself, his plane, and the Japanese Sun and Imperial Sunburst flags all received His Illuminated Grace’s
blessing, ‘straight from the sun’.

High Tide
After graduating from the local School of Robotics with the traditional cries of “Praise the Sun!” “Banzai!” and “Hail
the Emperor! HAIL HIM!” Kinoshita took his first trip off-world, going to the wealthy, heavily populated, but utterly
sterile lunar landscapes of Theron, one parsec spinward. (Theron/Gaakish/Antares 0937: in 993, A100999-F).
On this high-tech world, Kinoshita quickly discovered that his education back home only introduced him to
robotics. Working on the absolute bleeding edge of Imperial technology was something completely different! As of
973, only sixteen Imperial worlds were at TL F, and Theron was one of the four that was high-pop as well, able to
mass-produce the equipment, arms, starships, and computers the Imperium needed to meet the future with
confidence.

In a long-forgotten Stellar Divinity shrine, somewhere in the Imperial Empty Quarter, a priest prays to the sun.
Stellar Divinity is almost an extinct religion within the Empty Quarter, wiped out by the extremely aggressive
Solomani-origin religions. Still: there are many Imperial visitors from outside the sector who are sun
35
worshippers, and tiny remnant populations are tolerated in the major Hindu systems: but not in the Vilani ,
Kikhushegi, Islamic, Christian, or Jewish systems. This graphic is titled “The Offering II” © Andreas Rocha.
See his work at https://andreasrocha.deviantart.com/art/The-Offering-II-717207027
As one of the core epicenters of the planned Imperial shift to a TL F foundation, Kinoshita was kept very busy.
Heavy work loads were merely ‘paying your dues’. His co-workers were shipped off all across the Imperium to lead
technology transfers and provide on-the-spot guidance to local technologists, coming back after two years or five
years or a decade… or never coming home at all. In the meantime, academics, techpriests, feudal technarchs,
driven entrepreneurs, and megacorp research groups flowed to Theron from across the Imperium, to master the
35

As Star Diviners don’t conform to the Traditions, the Will of the Ancestors, and the Proper Rituals, their
future in the devout local Vilani systems is grim and short. For more on which system follows which religion,
see Stellar Reaches #19, page 18-19.
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technology and the best practices needed to bring the goods home. Imperial Data Packs were drawn up, prying
Solomani and Vargr eyes blinded, design flaws fixed on the fly, and Kinoshita had the time of his life.

Recessional
After two decades of keeping up a relentless pace, Kinoshita was called into an office and given a choice: either
join one of the now-numerous Technological Uplift Working Groups – official and unofficial, governmental,
corporate, and increasingly even non-profit – on the Emperor’s dime, or cash out of the business.
Kinoshita knew that this day was coming, and had already contacted some friends to find a place where he’d fit in.
But before the meeting, he had visited his home system… and was invited by his local Priest of the Sun for dinner.
Knowing that Kinoshita remained a strong believer in the Star Gods – even being a lay preacher at times – the
Priest asked him to take on a very difficult task: to spread the Faith of the Sun into the Empty Quarter.
Afraid that Kinoshita would immediately say no, the Priest quickly added that he would be working among the
Hindu peoples, who already worshiped the sun as one of their major gods. The Stellar Divinity goal is to have this
deity, Surya, be elevated to the only Hindi deity worthy of worship. Kinoshita is to go forth and, with the assistance
of other missionaries and researchers, determine the best way to make this happen.
While any non-humans who are interested are welcome to know more, the focus is on the Solomani East Indians.
The Vilani have long seen Stellar Divinity as twisted and cruel innovations on the Right Way of Doing Things:
– “Traditions and rituals a mere 5,000 years old? Who do you think we are, gullible children?”
The Abrahamic monotheists see Stellar Divinity as out-and-out idolaters:
– “Choosing to elevate and worship a ball of hot gases as your Lord, in place of your Creator, Commander, and
Judge? Such contempt for God will not go unanswered!”
And the Bwap are Simply Not Interested.
After many prayers, carefully conducted rituals, and thoughtful meditation, Kinoshita decided to be a missionary of
Stellar Divinity in the Empty Quarter, pleasing his family and friends on the homeworld…
Discovery
36
As of 001-993, Kinoshita has finished worshipping at two makeshift Altars to the Suns. He is on the outskirts of
the abandoned city of Avesnes, the last major centre of star worship in the Empty Quarter, on the world of
37
Riamlir.
A skilled researcher and capable technologist, Kinoshita used some of the latest TL F toys to gingerly extract
information from centuries-dead data storage devices. The work would have been futile if the devices weren’t
Vilani-built to last at least a few centuries in humid and hot climates: as it is, what he got was fragmentary, taking
time to put together and fill in the gaps.
Somewhere in the Vargr Extents, in Dfotseth Sector, on the very edge of Charted Space, there is an isolated
civilization of minor humans. They have never gained jumpspace technology – despite otherwise being an Average
or High Stellar Tech level culture – and have no interest in leaving their homesystem. What they ARE interested in
is colonizing and exploiting a gas giant that due to its chemical properties and close orbit to it’s primary has a
36

Riamlir has two suns, class K3 V (which the homeworld orbits) and M3 V. Naturally, Kinoshita raised up
altars to both of them, worshipping them as powerful deities (“kami”), and preforming the appropriate ritual
for their star type, the planets and moons that escort them, and the star’s distance from his location.
37
See Stellar Reaches #11, page 16, for more information.
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remarkable degree of illumination within its upper atmosphere, without being a true star. The overall visual effect
38
is of residing within a star… without the annoying radiation, literal physical meltdown, or instant disintegration.
The Vargr Extents is known for its instability: and even though the carnivorous population doesn’t eat people as a
39
rule , they definitely like the idea of hunting and killing prey. It’s better for a lone target scientific research vessel
to beeline directly to the investigation site, rather than just wandering aimlessly around, exciting appetites. “Try
not to be a piece of prime steak being waved about before hundreds of thousands of hungry wolf packs, ‘kay?”

An immense power core within a gas giant, somewhere in Dfotseth Sector. Exactly what requires this level of
power is unknown, but it’s sufficiently star-like to catch the interest of Stellar Divinity researchers.
The ability to create a true star would revolutionize the religion…
This graphic is titled “Icarus Gate” © Adriano Portugal
See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Icarus-Gate-674338035
Kinoshita needs to pin down the date these photos were taken, verify their authenticity, and then consult with
professional astronomers to pin down the gas giant’s location. (It takes starlight roughly 500 years to reach from
the hypothetical gas giant to the Imperial borders and the high-power, high-tech observatories there.) Once the
site has been pinned down, Kinoshita plans to lead an expedition to the glowing-yet-habitable gas giant.

38

This gas giant has been tuned – artificially or naturally – to only emit radiation in certain limited visual
frequencies. Compared to the mighty full-spectrum emissions of a proper star, it’s as cool as a cucumber.
39
Outside of Blood Vargr space. But inside? “Imperial expeditions into their region has always been staffed by
all-Vargr crews, since they have by far the highest chance of returning alive. Their reports do include the rare
instance of killing and consuming humans: rare because – for obvious reasons – large human populations
don’t exist in violently paranoid societies of technologically sophisticated hunter-killer packs. But a better rule
of thumb is to assume that they kill not for consumption… but simply because it feels good.”
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It will have to be left for others to spread the news to the other trillion or so Star Diviners, and establish the
transport networks through Vargr Space and bring the most devoted (…and seriously wealthy…) of pilgrims to that
40
world.
To spark curiosity and interest:
From http://exoplanets.psu.edu/astronomers-discover-sunscreen-snow-falling-on-hot-exoplanet/
Astronomers discover sunscreen snow falling on hot exoplanet
Astronomers at Penn State have used the Hubble Space Telescope to find a blistering-hot giant planet
outside our solar system where the atmosphere “snows” titanium dioxide — the active ingredient in
sunscreen. These Hubble observations are the first detections of this “snow-out” process, called a “cold
trap,” on an exoplanet. This discovery, and other observations made by the Penn State team, provide
insight into the complexity of weather and atmospheric composition on exoplanets, and may someday
be useful for gauging the habitability of Earth-size planets.
“In many ways, the atmospheric studies we’re doing now on these gaseous ‘hot Jupiter’ kinds of
planets are test beds for how we’re going to do atmospheric studies of terrestrial, Earth-like planets,”
said Thomas Beatty, assistant research professor of astronomy at Penn State and the lead author of
the study. “Understanding more about the atmospheres of these planets and how they work will help
us when we study smaller planets that are harder to see and have more complicated features in
their atmospheres.” The team’s results are published in the October, 2017 issue of The Astronomical
Journal.
Beatty’s team targeted planet Kepler-13Ab because it is one of the hottest of the known exoplanets.
Its dayside temperature is nearly 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Kepler-13Ab is so close to its parent star
that it is tidally locked, so one side always faces the star while the other side is in permanent darkness.
The team discovered that the sunscreen snowfall happens only on the planet’s permanent nighttime
side. Any visitors to this exoplanet would need to bottle up some of that sunscreen, because they
won’t find it on the sizzling-hot daytime side.
The gas giant in Kinoshita’s story is more illuminated than hot, as the story’s visual goal is a well-lit but
comparatively cool deep atmosphere, not the actual creation of a true star. (A project that the wealthy Church of
Stellar Divinity is very interested in, by the way.) But it’s still good for Travellers and eager terraformers to know.
After all, such hot gas giants can extend the habitability zone of a star system nicely…
Closing theme: “Rise of the Espers”, Evan Call, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEtZ1z4RfV4

40

If you are really interested in the Church of Stellar Divinity, the most comprehensive canon material can be
found in Traveller20’s Gateway to Destiny, which you can buy here:
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/160096/D2002-Traveller20-Gateway-To-Destiny Note that the religion 1)
has great variation and 2) is described as generally a force for peace. I am willing to accept that claim: but note
that pacifist religions don’t do well in the Empty Quarter. A more violent and aggressive version of Stellar
Divinity was invented for the post-Rebellion Sacred Stars theocracy of Fornast, in the alternate timeline
described in Stellar Reaches #17. Certainly, there have been several militant sun-worshipping empires in
history, as the Egyptians, Aztecs, Hindus, and Japanese would cheerfully explain…
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Somewhere in Dfotseth Sector, this shot was taken. A frame of a digital video, depicting a large station, set
within a gas giant, where light interacts with the atmosphere to display a set of remarkable properties.
Assuming cryptographic verification and dating, Kinoshita intends to organize and perhaps lead an expedition to
this world, a world he believes to be sacred… This graphic is titled “Walls” © Adriano Portugal
See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Walls-563908463
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